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material:$ theory$ (the$ arguments,$ drawn$ primarily$ from$
economics,$ political$ theory,$ and$philosophy,$ concerning$
why$and$how$the$law$should$regulate$uses$of$expressive$
materials);$doctrine$ (the$ rules$ currently$ in$ force$
concerning$ uses$ of$ expressive$ materials$ and$ the$ ways$
in$which$those$rules$are$typically$interpreted$and$applied);$
and$practice$(how$those$rules$affect$various$fields$of$art,$
industry,$ and$ culture$ –$ literature,$ music,$ film,$
photography,$ journalism,$software$ design,$ architecture,$
fashion,$comedy,$games,$and$so$forth).$$$
CopyrightX'is'an'online'course'on'Copyright'Law.''The'course'
explores' current' copyright' law' and' the' ongoing' debates'
concerning' how' that' law' should' be' reformed.' Through' a'
combination' of' pre=recorded' lectures,' weekly' seminars,' live'
webcasts,' and' online' discussions,' participants' in' the' course'
examine'how'law'seeks'to'stimulate'creative'expression.'
HLS1X' was' first' offered' as' a' HarvardX' open' online' course' in'
Spring' 2013.' It' was' taught' by' Professor' William' Fisher' of'
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Content!
The'course'seeks'to'provide'participants'a'deep'understanding'of'the'copyright'system'in'the'














online' pedagogy),' and' myself.' ' We' were' assisted' by' Samantha' Earp' (Interim' Director' of'
HarvardX),'Marlon'Kuzmick'(Associate'Director'of'the'Derek'Bok'Center'for'Teaching),'Amar'


















                                                 
1 The biographies of the teaching fellows are available at http://copyx.org/teaching-fellows/.  




























Jamaica' satellite' were' conducted' in' classrooms' in' traditional' face=to=face' fashion,'




•  Finally,' the' HLS' students' attended' the' “special' events”' in' person,' while' the' edX' and'
satellite'students'participated'via'live'interactive'webcasts.'''''
Appendix'A'displays'a'chart'showing'the'relationships'among'the'audiences'and'technologies.'
3./ Experimentation./ / The' course' aimed' to' enhance' knowledge' concerning' online' education.''
Several'pedagogic'hypotheses'(detailed'in'the'following'subsections)'underlay'the'course'design,'
and'we'sought'to'gather'enough'data'concerning'student'experience'and'performance'to'test'
                                                 
2 For information about H20, see http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/research/h2o.  
3 For information about Adobe Connect, see http://www.adobe.com/products/adobeconnect.html.                                                                                                                                            4 
those'hypotheses.''Additionally,'in'the'edX'component'of'the'course,'we'divided'the'students'into'
four'subgroups,'which'were'treated'differently'along'two'dimensions:'''
a)  Half' of' the' participants' (and' half' of' the' sections)' used' what' we' called' the' “case=law'
curriculum,”'which'consisted'of'an'abbreviated'version'of'the'set'of'readings'assigned'in'
the' Harvard' Law' School' course.4''The' other' half' used' what' we' called' the' “global'





























4,100' such' applications' during' the' three=week' window' in' which' applications' were' being'
accepted.' ' When' evaluating' those' applications,' we' looked' for' manifestations' of' intelligence,'
                                                 
4 The case-law curriculum is available at http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/people/tfisher/CopyrightX_SyllabusA_2013.htm.  The 
HLS curriculum, of which it is an abridged version, is available at 
http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/people/tfisher/Copyright_Syllabus_2013.htm.  
5 The global curriculum is available at http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/people/tfisher/CopyrightX_SyllabusB_2013.htm.  
6 For additional information concerning NB, see http://oeit.mit.edu/gallery/projects/nb-pdf-annotation-tool.  
7 See http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/question.                                                                                                                                           5 











6./ Open/ Access/ to/ “Content.”/ / As' indicated' above,' although' access' to' the' course' was' sharply'
limited,'access'to'the'course'materials'was'not.''All'of'the'recorded'lectures,'all'of'the'reading'
assignments,' and' all' of' the' lecture' notes' (in' the' form' of' two' interactive' maps)' were' made'









                                                 
8 The applications to the course were not so well balanced.  62% came from men; 38% from women. 
9 All of the materials are still available on the current homepage for the course: http://copyx.org.  For the terms of the Creative 







































the'teaching'fellows,'247'(49.4%)'took'the'final'examination,'195'(39%)'passed'the'examination,'                                                                                                                                          7 
and'193'(38.6%)'both'passed'the'examination'and'satisfied'the'participation'requirement'–'and'
thus'received'a'certificate'of'completion.'''































success:' (a)' their' graduation' rates' (i.e.,' the' percentage' of' accepted' students' who' received'
certificates'of'completion)'and'(b)'their'exam'passage'rates'(i.e.,'the'percentage'of'students'
taking'the'exam'who'passed'the'exam).'
'                                                                                                                                          9 






B.A.' M.A.' Ph.D.' J.D.'
Graduation'
Rate'
37%' 42%' 22%' 27%' 27%' 38%' 44%' 42%' 68%'
Exam' Passage'
Rate'












































understand' copyright' enough' to' pass' on' to' my' superiors' about' the' potential'





knowledge'of'Copyright'Law'and'to'some'extent'Intellectual'Property'Rights.'As'I'                                                                                                                                          11 
work'for'Pakistan'Customs,'I'have'been'looking'at'our'IPR'Protection'systems'with'
a' renewed' interest,' which' unfortunately' are' almost' non=existent.' I' hope' to'
contribute'meaningfully'in'this'area'now!”'




of' intellectual' property' and' the' underling' policy' grounds.' As' a' member' of' the'
English'Bar,'it'was'a'real'privilege'to'gain'an'insight'into'the'U.S.'legal'system'and'I'
thoroughly'enjoyed'the'comparative'approach.”'
•  A' professional' composer' in' Italy' wrote:' ' “It' has' been' an' incredible' experience'
which'I'am'going'to'remember;'not'only'that,'I'am'going'to'shape'all'of'my'future'






























seemed' gray' (compared' to' black(0)' and' white(1)' of' the' world' of' the' digital'
engineer).'But'as'the'course'progressed'and'specially'reading'the'course'materials,'
the'impression'that'was'left'was'that'the'gray'is'made'of'lots'of'tiny'black'and'
white.”'                                                                                                                                          12 
•  “I'am'an'attorney'by'profession,'and'my'main'interest'in'reading'the'edX'copyright'
law' course' was' to' obtain' a' basic' but' comprehensive' understanding' of' the'
principles'and'legal'approaches.''The'course'has'by'far'exceeded'my'expectations'















last,' but' not' least,' I'd' forgotten' how' much' fun' it' could' be' to' wrestle' with' the'






generally' or' specifically' copyright.' It' was' however' by' far' the' most' informed,'
comprehensive,'and'satisfying.'The'lectures'were'an'intellectual'feast.'The'suites'of'
materials,'catalyzed'by'the'section'meetings,'have'given'me'confidence'in'this'topic'
that' I' have' not' experienced' in' any' other' way.' I' feel' much' more' equipped' to'
challenge'things'I'see'–'results,'proposals,'theories,'ideas'–'with'much'greater'
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1./Lectures/







The' assessment' of' the' lectures' by' the' HLS' students' was' also' favorable,' but' not' quite' so'

















                                                 
10 60% of the EdX participants reported watching the lectures at “regular” speed; 1% watched them at 0.75x speed; 25% 








































difficult' or' tedious' to' learn' to' operate' the' software,' and' some' students,' particularly' in'
developing'countries,'found'that'they'had'insufficient'bandwidth'to'participate'in'the'video=
based'portions'of'the'discussions.''For'a'few,'the'impediments'proved'so'formidable'that'they'





                                                 
11 The exam passage rate for students who used the case-law curriculum was 100/127 = 78.7%.  The rate for students who used 














focused' on' logistical' issues' or' adjustments' of' the' course' design.' ' By' March,' however,' the'













•  “This' made' the' difference' for' me' –' other' online' courses' with' thousands' of'
students'and'no'face'time'lack'focus'and'students'lose'commitment.'I'have'tried'



























students’' criticism' concerned' technology:' ' they' gave' the' “isites”' platform12' on' which' the'
asynchronous' discussions' were' conducted' an' average' rating' of' only' 3.83.' ' But' in' part' their'









engage' in' the' online' discussions.' ' This' problem' affected' usage' of' NB' in' particular,' because'
students'could'only'employ'that'system'conveniently'if'they'read'the'course'materials'online.''If,'
because'of'bandwidth'limitations,'they'downloaded'the'assignments'and'then'read'them'offline,'
                                                 
12 See http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do.                                                                                                                                           17 
then' submission' of' comments' and' questions' through' NB' became' time=consuming' and'
cumbersome.' ' These' problems' unfortunately' may' prevent' us' from' reaching' confident'
conclusions'concerning'the'efficacy'of'NB.'
Another' possible' cause' is' that' we' provided' too' little' structure' and' supervision' for' the'






feel' that' there' would' have' been' livelier' discussion' if' some' brainstorming'
questions'were'provided'each'week'so'that'students'could'post'more'specific'ideas'
about'the'week's'topic.''Perhaps'the'instructor'could'post'a'link'to'a'controversial'













A' final' possible' cause' is' that' creating' discussion' forums' that' included' only' members' of'
individual'edX'sections'proved'unexpectedly'difficult'–'and'was'not'completed'until'a'few'weeks'









to' all' other' students' (HLS' students;' online' students;' and' participants' in' the'
satellites)./
Together,'the'moderated'small=group'discussions'might'be'analogized'to'a'series'of'“gardens”'–'




In' contrast' to' the' asynchronous' discussions,' the' six' “special' events”' were' generally' well'
regarded.' ' Our' hope' was' that' these' sessions' would' provide' the' students' in' all' three' of' the'
audiences'for'CopyrightX'a'rich'and'balanced'understanding'of'the'ways'in'which'copyright'law'
affects'many'fields'of'art,'culture,'and'industry'and'of'the'beliefs'of'some'leaders'in'those'fields.''





















                                                 
13 See http://www.kirkland.com/sitecontent.cfm?contentID=220&itemID=9692.  
14 See http://www.richardkelly.com/#mi=1&pt=0&pi=2&p=-1&a=0&at=0.  
15 See http://www.williamlanday.com.  
16 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uULm555Fz-I.  
17 See http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/suk/.  
18 See http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/christopher-sprigman.  
19 See http://gothamcomedyclub.com/show.cfm?id=73150.  
20 See http://www.law.virginia.edu/lawweb/faculty.nsf/FHPbI/1196152.  
21 See http://www.obeygiant.com.  
22 See http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/faculty_bios/view/Marita_Sturken.  
23 See http://www.jonesday.com/gstewart/.                                                                                                                                            19 
•  Larry'Lessig,'Professor'of'Law,'Harvard;'founder'of'Creative'Commons24'
Digital/Libraries/(April/24):/















                                                 
24 See http://www.lessig.org.  
25 See http://history.fas.harvard.edu/people/faculty/darnton.php.  
26 See http://jpalfrey.andover.edu.  
27 Recordings of all six events can be obtained through 






















The' “satellite”' section' in' Jamaica' pioneered' in' 2013' by' Sarah' Hsia' seems' to' have' worked'
remarkably'well.''Sarah'assembled'each'Saturday'morning'in'Kingston'an'accomplished'and'




































sort' would' involve' a' copyright=related' controversy' that' arose' in' the' country'
where'the'satellite'is'located'–'and'that'turned'upon'the'copyright'law'of'that'
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Appendix!A:!!Educational!Technologies!
!






















                                                 
28 See http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=course_isites_help&tabgroupid=icb.tabgroup41541.                                                                                                                                            23 
Appendix!B:!!HLS!Course!Evaluations!!!
'




' ' ' ' ' '''1=unsatisfactory''============''5=excellent'
CONTENT'
Recorded'lectures:''4.29' ' ' ' '
Case'studies'used'in'class:''4.47' ' ' '
Events'
1.  Interests'of'Authors:''4.02' ' ' '
2.  Fashion:''4.29'' ' ' '
3.  Extralegal'Norms:''3.72' ' ' '
4.  Appropriation'Art:''4.33' ' ' '
5.  Free'Culture:''4.61' ' ' ' '
Readings:''4.23' ' ' ' ' ' '
Maps'
1.  Copyright'Law:''4.46' ' ' '




Technology'for'the'events:'4.29' ' ' /
Technology'for'discussion'forum:''3.83' ' ' /
Technology'for'maps:''4.13' ' ' ' /
Technology'for'readings:''4.58' ' ' ' '
'
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of' these' formats,' such' a' program' can' be' downloaded' for' free' from:'
www.libreoffice.org/download.)' ' Please' use' the' Times' New' Roman' 12=point' font' and' 1.25”'






































































In' October' of' 2012,' John,' a' reporter' for' the' Boston' Globe,' the' leading' newspaper' in'
Massachusetts,'interviewed'Luke'for'a'story'about'college'students'who'no'longer'supported'
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Figure'2'
'























By' questioning' street' vendors' and' calling' the' operators' of' websites' selling' these' various'
products,'Luke'soon'ascertained'that'all'of'the'products'had'been'manufactured'by'one'firm'–'



































copyright' law.' ' In' other' words,' for' the' purpose' of' this' question,' you' need' not' discuss' the'
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Question!#2!
'
Select'one'of'the'following'dimensions'of'copyright'law:'
(a) the'requirement'of'originality;'
(b) fair'use;'
(c) moral'rights;'
(d) traditional'knowledge.''
Briefly'describe'how'the'issue'is'addressed'under'the'law'of'the'United'States'and'how'it'is'
addressed'under'the'law'of'one'other'country.''Which'country’s'approach,'in'your'judgment,'is'
superior?''Why?''Your'answer'may'not'exceed'1000'words.'
'
'
!
Question!#3!
'
Select'one'of'the'following'dimensions'of'copyright'law:'
(a) the'idea/expression'distinction;'
(b) copyright'protection'for'innovations'in'fashion;'
(c) joint'authorship;'
(d) termination'rights;'
(e) appropriation'art;'
(f)  digital'sampling'of'sound'recordings;'
(g) circumvention'of'technological'protection'measures;'or'
(h) the'rights'and'privileges'of'libraries.'
Then'select'one'of'the'four'intellectual=property'theories'that'were'examined'in'this'course.''
What'insight'into'how'copyright'law'should'address'the'dimension'you'select'might'be'derived'
from'the'theory'you'select?''How'does'your'analysis'illuminate'the'strengths'and'weaknesses'of'
the'theory?''Your'answer'may'not'exceed'1000'words.'
'
'
End'of'Exam'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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